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A: Virtual Audio Cable is indeed the way to go. West Bank, Feb. 6: For the first time, the US House of Representatives passed a standalone Israel Anti-Boycott Act, which increases government sanctions on those companies doing business with Israeli settlements. The latest legislative step in the growing Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions (BDS) movement, the act is one of the legislative attempts to prevent anti-
Israel activists from promoting Boycott Israel, part of BDS, which seeks to have Israel boycotted until Palestinians are free to control their own borders and economy. The Boycott Act passed the House 237-180 on Tuesday. Its passage comes after decades of the so-called Free Trade Agreements, which increasingly brought American products into Israel but neglected Israel’s manufactured rights abuses and

international laws, such as the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which put the development of Jewish settlements on Israeli-occupied Palestinian land at odds with human rights. “The bill stands to cut off American-Israeli companies from many billions in revenue that they currently extract from the settlements and deprive the Israeli economy of the economic influence of potentially
hundreds of millions of dollars,” Dan Eldad, spokesman for the anti-BDS lobbying group Zionist Organization of America, told The Algemeiner. “No matter how politically difficult it is for the folks in charge of the BDS movement to admit it, they have a problem,” Eldad added. “They couldn’t sell their narrative for most of their existence outside of the United States, but now their sky is falling and they don’t have
any way to counter the steady flow of money that Israel receives from the United States,” he said, referring to the billions in US aid Israeli is reaping every year. “The way that we’re going to win this argument is by providing the evidence that we have, that the BDS movement is largely a collection of dirty propaganda and lies, and that BDS is a small, fringe movement that doesn’t affect people’s lives. What are they

going to say in response to all this?” Whether the bill will eventually make it through the Senate, a nearly-certain outcome, remains to be seen. When asked about the prospects, six top House staffers and lobbyists told The Algemeiner that they were “slim” in light of the 3da54e8ca3
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